
NANUK PROTECTIVE HARD CASES

CERTIFICATIONS

IPX7 INGRESS PROTECTION 
WATERPROOF
NANUK cases can be submerged in up to 1 
m of water for a period of 30 minutes without 
leakage or damage of any sort.

ASTM D-4169 DC-18 DROP TEST
For the drop test, weights ranging from 6.8 
to 31.8 kg fall on to the case from a height 
of no less than 48 cm. Drop weight is 
determined by case size.

IP6X INGRESS PROTECTION 
DUSTPROOF
NANUK cases demonstrate 100% protection 
against dust. Nothing gets in.

ATA SPECIFICATION 300 
CATEGORY 1 IMPACT
NANUK cases are suitable for a minimum of 
100 airline trips. NANUK also stands up to 
heavy impacts. No damage occurs when a 6 
kg dart falls on to the case's weakest point 
from a height of 0.5 m.

ASTM D-4169 DC-18 VIBRATION
This evaluation determines NANUK's ability 
to withstand repetitive shocks that can 
occur during loose-loaded transportation. 
NANUK stands up to this extreme test of 
vibration resistance.

ASTM D-4169 DC-18 RAINFALL
Simulated rainfall lasts 20 minute s  per case 
side at a rate of 10   cm/hr. During a second 
test, rain falls at a rate of 10   cm/hr while the 
case is heated 18 degrees F higher than the 
water ’s  temperature. The second test lasts 4 
hours. No water finds its way in.

MIL-STD-810F IMMERSION
The case is submerged in a basin of water 
1   m deep for 1 hour. For this test, the case is 
heated to 40 degrees F higher than the 
water ’s  temperature. Again, NANUK easily 
withstands these extreme conditions

LIFETIME WARRANTY
NANUK cases are manufactured in Canada 
and are tested in some of the harshest 
conditions.Every NANUK case comes with a 
lifetime guaranty so that if there is a problem 
with your case then it will either be repaired 
and returned, or a new one shipped out to 
you.


